The 14-day Comments Period for the 2007-2009 ANES Panel Study Has Begun

Please help us evaluate the proposals for this exciting new study

Today begins the 14-day period in which all members of the research community can help us evaluate the many new proposals that have been put forward for the 2007-2009 ANES Panel Study.

Between now and February 14, we ask that you make a small, but important, contribution to the development of this new study by offering advice that we and the proposals authors' can use to increase the effectiveness of the Panel Study.

We are most interested in comments that can increase the range of hypothesis tests in which particular questions can be used as well as advice about how we can use these proposals to leverage the unique temporal aspects of the Panel Study's design. For details, see:
http://www.electionstudies.org/announce/newsltr/ANES_OCpanel_20061023.pdf

At the end of this letter is a list of the proposals that we received. You can read the full proposals in the Online Commons at:
http://www.electionstudies.org

If you can comment on even one of these proposals, it will help ANES a great deal.

Please note that at the conclusion of the comment period, proposal authors will then have two additional weeks to revise their proposals in response to any comments that they may receive. So this is a moment where your advice can make a difference. In addition, the ANES PIs and Board of Overseers will make extensive use of your comments when they select questions for inclusion on the survey.

All comments must be made through the Online Commons. If you would like to make a comment and are not yet an OC member, signing up is easy. All it takes is filling out a simple form at:
http://www.electionstudies.org/onlinecommons.htm

The new ANES Panel Study has the potential to help scholars examine electoral dynamics in an unprecedented way. Please take a moment to help ANES make the most effective use of this great new opportunity.

Sincerely,

Jon A. Krosnick and Arthur Lupia
Principal Investigators
2007-2009 ANES PANEL STUDY PROPOSALS (with four still remaining to be posted):

01. "Activation in the 2008 Presidential Campaign" by users "nburns", "DRK", "David O Sears", "JKSwim" and "nvalenti"
02. "Adding Spiritual Support Scale Items" by user "amyai"
03. "Affect Displacement, Punishment, and Political Attitudes" by users "milburn" and "jmliss"
04. "Affect, Values, and Racial Policy Attitudes" by users "iammrsargent", "Friendship7" and "ashull"
05. "Affective Forecasting and Elections" by users "lnielsen", "cbyran" and "haleh"
06. "Alternative Measures of Partisan Ambivalence" by users "msteenbe" and "hlavine"
07. "Approval-Voting Question" by user "Steven Brams"
08. "Assessing Sexual Orientation" by users "pjegan", "sellran" and "KenSherrill"
09. "Basic Values" by user "msshasch"
10. "Candidate Gender Effects and Social Role Theory" by user "bernpark"
11. "Climate Change: An ANES Opportunity" by user "rvalell1"
12. "Crime, Perceived Criminal Injustice, and Electoral Politics" by users "j-hagan", "matsueda", "drakulich", "rpetsnerson" and "lkrivo"
13. "Distinct Positive Emotions in Intergroup Contact, and Effects on Prejudice" by users "esmith" and "mackie"
14. "Economic Perceptions and Basic Demographics from the NAES" by user "Barabas"
15. "Embryonic Stem Cell Research, Opinion Change, and Electoral Behavior" by users "Kgoidel" and "nisbetmec"
16. "Emotions and Political Attitudes to Climate Change" by users "baruch", "tamark", "gl20" and "vanboven"
17. "Emotions toward Political Parties, Party Identification, and Participation" by users "esmith" and "mackie"
18. "English-Only Language Laws" by users "rtatalo" and "jfrendr"
19. "Gender and Race in the 2008 Elections" by users "kdolan" and "Kira Sanbonmatsu"
20. "Generativity in Politics: Caring for the Future" by user "ssimmons"
21. "Global Warming Attitudes in a Changing Political Climate" by user "kilburn"
22. "Ideology, Incumbency, and Elections" by user "nes user"
23. "Immigration, Attention to News, and Voting Behavior" by user "j dunaway"
24. "Impact of Energy & Media Ownership on Voting" by user "schwji"
25. "Impact of Temporally Specific Communication Messages" by user "ashrao"
26. "Implicit Association Test" by users "bnosek", "agg", "banaji" and "nsriram"
27. "Intent And Political Participation" by user "jmm61"
28. "Issue Positions and Issue Priorities" by users "stuart" and "rabinowitz"
29. "Issue Priorities and Choice" by users "John Aldrich" and "jmm61"
30. "Issue Salience - the Open-Ended Problems Question" by user "RePass"
31. "Learning, Candidates' Positions, and Vote Choice" by user "glenz"
32. "Liberalism, Conservatism, and Authoritarianism" by users "emerald" and "ehanley"
33. "Measuring Attitudes toward Candidates" by user "RePass"
34. "Media Use Measures for the ANES 2007-9 Panel Study" by users "salthaus" and "tewksbur"
35. "Mode and Time of Ballot Decision" by user "Gronke"
36. "Motherhood and Politicized Collective Identity" by users "jillgs" and "calangner"
37. "Motivation, Constraint, and Social Interaction" by users "Sokhey" and "pdjupe"
38. "National Identity, Purpose, and Political Engagement" by user "lk"
39. "Negative Advertising and Attitudes" by users "gjohar" and "jaideep"
40. "News: Exogenous Shocks vs. Endogenous Mood Trends" by user "WayneParker"
41. "Perceived and Actual Polarization" by user "charles.judd@colorado.edu"
42. "Perceptions of Racial Progress and Voter Behavior" by users "abbrodish" and "pgdevine"
43. "Perceptual Theory of Legitimacy and Democracy" by users "christiancrandall" and "ryanbeasley"
44. "Personal-Political Leadership Value-Discrepancies" by users "GebauerJE" and "MaioGR"
45. "Political Discussion and Political Participation" by users "klofstad" and "sdmcclugr"
46. "Political Mobilization of Women, Blacks, and Hispanics" by users "lduncan" and "elizabethcole"
47. "Political Networks" by users "betsysinclair", "rhuckfeldt", "vbmartin" and "Lynn Smith-Lovin"
48. "Predicting Political Attitudes and Voting Results" by users "RLesthaeghe" and "ljn"
49. "Preferences, Expectations, and Evaluation of Election Results" by user "danielsc"
50. "Protected Value Stability in Relation to Candidate Platform, Personal Life Events, and Temporal Construal"
   by user "wbennis"
51. "Public Mood, National Identity, and Political Attitudes" by user "danielsc"
52. "Public Perceptions of Federal Courts" by users "sbenesh", "nscherer" and "polals"
53. "Rigidity, Support for Violence and Political Attitudes" by users "milburn" and "jmliss"
54. "Sacred Values" by user "marietta"
55. "Self-Monitoring and Political Attitudes" by users "berinsky" and "hlavine"
57. "Sense of Citizen Duty and Turnout" by user "RePass"
58. "Social Networks and Politics, With Comparative Opportunities" by users "Erickson", "egiden" and "Ikeda"
59. "Social Security Privatization Preferences and Investing" by user "Barabas"
60. "Some More Support for Basic Values" by user "uncpd2002"
61. "Systemic Trust vs. Temporal Trust" by users "dlplane" and "nes user"
62. "The Dynamics of Congressional Evaluations" by users "esadler", "mjensley" and "jwilker"
63. "The Effects of Perceived Candidate Emotionality" by user "jackglaser"
64. "The Religious Divide and Identity Politics" by user "bstarks"
65. "The Vote Intention Question and Its Location" by user "тургон"
66. "Threat, Social Dominance, and Voting Behavior" by users "krios" and "oybarra"
67. "Untangling Economic Voting" by users "Stephen Ansolabehere", "marcmeredith", "snowberg" and "Jim Snyder"
68. "Using Attitude Certainty to Predict Voter Choice/Turnout" by user "drucker46"
69. "Voter Turnout and Electoral College Attitudes" by user "gdwebs"
70. "Voting Norm Perception" by user "trogers"
71. "Wartime Estimates of Costs and Benefits & Public Approval of the Iraq War" by user "gartner"
72. "World Assumptions and Political Attitudes" by users "milburn" and "jmliss"